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Ms. Schumann, I was unable to post these comments at Regulations.gov. The Docket ID was not
listed.

Please review our comments.

Thank you,

Barbara Warren
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Citizens’ Environmental Coalition  


 Promoting Health and Sustainable Energy (PHASE) 


 


May 24, 2021 


Secretary 


U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 


Washington, DC 20555-0001 


 


ATTN: Docket ID NRC-2021-0099, Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff 


  Re: Exelon License Transfers 


Dear Secretary, 


We are writing today to request the opportunity for a full hearing on this matter. At the 


same time we are asking NRC to endeavor to provide more substantive information 


related to this corporate restructuring involving Exelon. To that end we are asking for 


more time for NRC to obtain and prepare this information and provide a meaningful 


record so that we are able to provide appropriate comments. Therefore we also seek a 


substantial extension of the comment period of 60- 90 days, after we receive additional 


information.  


We have noted that this matter involving corporate restructuring involves a large 


number of nuclear reactor assets and storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel. The NRC 


has identified the action as largely involving license transfers and notes that it therefore 


involves no significant hazards consideration and no genuine issue as to whether the 


health and safety of the public will be significantly affected. 


To the contrary, nuclear reactors and spent nuclear fuel involve hazardous operations 


and high level radioactive waste and significant nuclear risks. Financial arrangements 


and responsible parties have a great deal to do with significant hazards and whether 


they are adequately managed or result in catastrophic outcomes. Transferring nuclear 


reactor licenses is not equivalent to issuing library cards.  


Thank you for your attention.  


 







Sincerely, 


 


Barbara J. Warren RN, MS 


Executive Director 


Citizens’ Environmental Coalition 


422 Oakland Valley Rd. 


Cuddebackville, NY 12729 


845-754-7951 


warrenba@msn.com 


 


Michele Lee Council  


Senior Analyst 


Promoting Health and Sustainable Energy (PHASE) 


75 North Middletown Road 


Nanuet, NY 10954 


lee2councilenergy@gmail.com 
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